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e most impactful data science oen relies on analysing data from
individuals that is considered highly sensitive — medical history,
personal interests and preferences, and opinions. In many cases it is
not feasible to gather the necessary sensitive information without
providing strong guarantees of privacy to the users in question.
e model of dierential privacy can provide such guarantees, and
most recently the topic of local dierential privacy (LDP) — where
users randomly perturb their inputs to provide plausible deniability
of their data without the need for a trusted party — has come to
the fore.
Local dierential privacy has been adopted by several major
technology organizations, so the technology is used by hundreds
of millions of users daily. ese companies include Google through
their RAPPOR system, to collect web browsing behaviour [12];
Apple’s implementation, that allows Apple and app developers to
collect usage and typing history [1]; and Microso’s collection of a
variety of telemetry data over time [10].
e aims of this tutorial are to introduce the key technical un-
derpinnings of these deployed systems, and provide intuition on
how they work; to survey current research that addresses related
problems within the LDP model; and to identify open problems
and research directions for privacy. For this tutorial, we use the
deployed systems to exemplify and motivate the ideas that derive
from algorithms and theory. Participants will learn how an idea
from y years ago has found application in the 21st Century, and
how major companies are scaling this up to Internet scale.
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1 OUTLINE OF THE TUTORIAL
We propose a short (1.5 hour) tutorial to introduce SIGMOD par-
ticipants to this new but rapidly developing topic. Our approach
is practice-led, inspired by the large-scale deployments of Locally
Dierential Private data collection by major technology companies,
including Google, Apple and Microso [9, 10, 12]. We will structure
the core of the tutorial around three deployed systems, using them
to motivate the underlying algorithms, and connecting out to the
research literature that underpins them. In more detail, our outline
is as follows:
1.1 Introduction and Preliminaries.
We will briey motivate the need for tools for private data collection
and analysis, and introduce the denitions of Dierential Privacy,
and the special case of Local Dierential Privacy (LDP). e rst
denition equivalent to LDP came from the database community
as “amplication” [13], then came to prominence in the work of
Duchi et al. [11]. We will introduce the most basic LDP mechanism,
randomized response [6, 22], which came from the survey design
community, and masks a single bit by tossing a biased coin. We
will introduce the mathematical tools to understand LDP, including
unbiasedness, variance and condence tail bounds.
1.2 State of the art deployments.
We will describe three practical realizations of LDP algorithms
for collecting popularity statistics, and cover the development of
these ideas through the computer science research literature, and
subsequent enhancements that have been proposed.
(1) RAPPOR from Google, which combines Randomized Re-
sponse with Bloom Filters to compactly encode massive
sets [12]. e application is to identify popular web des-
tinations (URLs), without revealing any individual user’s
browsing habits. Subsequent work from the same team has
described how to eciently extract the identities of popular
destinations without prior knowledge of their URLs [14].
(2) Apple’s DP implementation was announced in 2016, and
is documented in a patent application [1] and subsequent
white paper [9]. e technique combines several technical
advances: using the Fourier transform to spread out sig-
nal information, and sketching techniques to reduce the
dimensionality of the massive domain. In parallel, a rich
seam of literature has abstracted the problem of Indenting
Dierentially Private Heavy Hiers, progressively rening
and optimizing these techniques [3–5, 19, 21].
(3) Telemetry collection from Microso, which makes use of
histograms and xed random numbers to collect data over
time [10].
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1.3 Current Research Directions
We will briey describe some of the related quite recent results that
have been published on applying LDP to other domains.
• Private location collection. Data can oen be represented
as points in multidimensional space—as a simple example,
consider user locations in two-dimensional space. Sketch-
ing frequencies within multidimensional spaces, allowing
rectilinear counting queries to be answered approximately,
and identifying “hot spots” are primitives that could then
be used to build more sophisticated user activity models.
Initial work on this problem has extended LDP private
frequency collection [7]. It is open to extend this to build
more sophisticated user movement models.
• Marginal distributions of multidimensional data. Given
users represented as points in multidimensional space, a
natural question is to extract distributions over subsets
of dimensions. Naively, we could materialize all possible
subsets and apply existing approaches, but this rapidly de-
grades the accuracy. Instead, taking projections of the data
via a Fourier basis allows beer reconstructions [8].
• Graph algorithms and synthetic graph modeling. Much sen-
sitive individual data is best represented as a graph—either
a simple graph between users, or a bipartite graph between
users and other entities. Recent work has aimed to build
accurate graph models under LDP [20].
• Language modeling. An application of private data collec-
tion is to build beer prediction models e.g. for typing on
mobile devices. Recent work has shown how to accurately
and privately train sophisticated deep neural network mod-
els [17].
1.4 Open Problems and New Directions.
We will point to a number of directions for future work, based on
emerging trends in the literature.
• Multiple Rounds. Most deployed LDP protocols require the
user to follow a xed protocol over their data, and send
their (perturbed) response for aggregation. More gener-
ally, we could allow multiple rounds of interaction, where
the aggregator poses new queries in the light of previous
responses. is approach has been proposed for building
machine learning models [18]. It is open to understand the
power of multiple rounds, compared to what is possible in
a single round.
• Hybrid models. LDP gives a very strong protection to
users, at the expense of lower accuracy compared to a
centralized model with a trusted aggregator. Recent work
has proposed a hybrid model where some users follow LDP
and some users submit to a trusted aggregator, and both
sets are “blended” together [2].
• eoretical underpinnings. Several works on LDP have
started to appear in the theory literature, addressing ques-
tions about the power of LDP [4, 5, 11]: what are the lower
bounds on the accuracy guarantees (as a function of pri-
vacy parameter and population size); is there any benet
from adding an additive “relaxation” δ to the privacy de-
nition; and minimizing the amount of data collected from
each user to a single bit.
1.5 Connection to other models of privacy and
security.
Finally, we will briey connect to other models of privacy and
security, that adopt dierent assumptions and trust models. ese
include contrasting with the centralized dierential privacy model,
and achieving privacy by adding centralized noise via encrypted
data collection. We will also discuss other approaches from secure
multi-party computation, homomorphic encryption and private
information retrieval, amongst others, that achieve dierent trade-
os.
2 INTENDED AUDIENCE AND
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
We intend to make this tutorial accessible to all participants in
SIGMOD and PODS. Although there has been a vast amount of
research on the topic of privacy, even when narrowing to work on
Dierential Privacy, the topic of this tutorial is quite accessible, and
does not require any familiarity with prior work. e emphasis is on
the design of scalable algorithms, with some consideration of how
these can be built into robust systems. To appreciate the correctness
and accuracy guarantees of the algorithms, some statistical tools are
needed. ese are at the level of an introductory statistics course:
computing the variance of a discrete random variable, and using
this to provide condence bounds. We will give a brief refresher
on the necessary tools, and will not provide detailed proofs of the
algorithms; rather, we will try to provide our insights into what the
guarantees mean, and where the dierent terms in the guarantees
arise from.
3 PRIOR PRESENTATIONS
is tutorial has not been presented previously. ere is a small
intersection with the tutorial “Dierential Privacy in the Wild” (at
SIGMOD 2017, VLDB 2016[15, 16]) by Ashwin Machanavajjhala,
Xi He and Michael Hay. We estimate this overlap to correspond to
at most ve minutes of material.
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